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The Social Excellence Project is a team of experienced speakers, consultants, and problem solvers. 

We are best at teaching purpose-driven people how to be great at human connection — because 

we know that… 

Handshakes lead to conversations, conversations lead to relationships, relationships lead to 

collaboration, collaboration leads to organizations, and organizations change the world. 

How We Can Help 

• Opening keynote speakers who get audiences engaged in real dialogue with each other 

• Helping associations, congregations, corporations, and non-profits get better at human 

connection for improved recruitment, retention, engagement, relationships, and return on 

investment. 

• Leadership conferences and seminars -- we know that All Leadership Is Social. 

• College and High School orientation speakers that create engaging, connected learning 

experiences. 

• Consulting associations, congregations, and non-profits on membership growth. 
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HIRE A SOCIAL EXCELLENCE SPEAKER 

 

We work with all sizes of audiences and organizations. We deliver giant keynotes that get entire 

crowds connected with each other — these talks are educational, inspirational, interactive, and 

nothing like a cheesy icebreaker. We also deliver small workshops and seminars on building 

individuals and organizations that are truly Socially Excellent. 

 

If your objective is to grow your group, inspire your people, deepen relationships, improve the 

interpersonal skills of your team, or just make sure your event is kicked off with the right energy and 

enthusiasm, our speakers will deliver an unforgettable program. 

 

Cost is $9000 all-inclusive or $4500 (non-profit/school rate). Your rate includes all travel, lodging, 

meals, and transportation for your speaker. One of The Social Excellence Project’s speakers will 

deliver up to 5 hours of total educational programming in a single day. The standard keynote is 60-

75 minutes. Bulk book pricing is available for distribution of Social Excellence: We Dare You to 

attendees.  

 

To reserve your date and sign a service agreement, contact Matt Mattson at  

Matt@Social-Excellence.com or (630) 965-1779.  

 

 

SOCIAL EXCELLENCE CONSULTING 

 

The team at The Social Excellence Project loves to HELP GROUPS GROW. If you have an 

organization or congregation that needs help attracting a higher quantity of engaged people, this is 

our passion and expertise. We can help build growth strategies that leverage the power of your 

people, marketing, and technology. Contact Matt Mattson for more information  

Matt@Social-Excellence.com.  
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